
rediscovering ancient christianity
C wilfred griggs

this distinguished faculty lecture at BYU argues that diverse strands in early
christianity were excised by emerging orthodox leaders and that only a new
paradigm based in revelation can recapture the original gospel ofjesusof jesus christ

the title ofthisorthisof this article might seem paradoxical or inexplicable to people
other than latter day saints many christians do not recognize a difference
between the ancient and modern forms of their religion they would not
expect to find much in the identity of their faith that differs from ancient
to modern times we who accept the prophetic missionmission of joseph smith
however believe that some aspects of ancient christianity were lost and
had to be restored in a later time when materials purporting to be chris-
tian in authorship or content are recovered from the past one is faced with
the difficulty of determining whether they formed an authentic part of
early christianity or were deviations from it the resulting judgments con-
cerning the value of such discoveries may be quite different to traditional
christians and members of the restored church

before evaluating the impact that recent discoveries have had on mod
ern christianity one must understand how the traditional model of chris
tianity came about for many who have thought that the early church
fathers were the protectors of the faith against outside influences and
external persecutions it may come as a surprise to learn that the earliest
manifestations of christianity were in fact much broader in doctrine and
richer in ordinance activity than was the case in later centuries when the
fathers had trimmed away all that was unacceptable to them only within
the last century and a half has much of the material from the early period
of christian history become available permitting us to see what existed be-
fore the fathers made their censorious decisions 1

the post apostolic period of christianity was comprised of many at-
tempts to define the parameters oftheodtheof the faith primarily focusing on the ques-
tions of who had the authority to speak on behalf of the church and what
writings were to be accepted as normative for the religion nevertheless one
notes that the boundaries prescribing the limits of orthodoxy and heresy
were not so well established by the end of the second century as irenaeus
bishop of lyon writing around 185 would have his readers believe 2
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irenaeus makes sharp distinctions between orthodoxy and heresy in his
writings but many who were later designated heretics actually enjoyed fel-

lowship and prestige in so called orthodox circles during their lifetime two
brief examples of the many which could be given will illustrate how rich in
doctrine and practice the christian religion was in the second and third
centuries many characteristics of christianity were then widely accepted by
church members but were later rejected by the church leaders in the continu-
ing process of denningdefining theological orthodoxy and ecclesiastical authority

the valentinian crisis in the second century

valentinus was born in egypt early in the second century and was edu-
cated in alexandria he preached the christian faith throughout the length
oftheodtheof the nile valley by the middle oftheodtheof the century 3 he then journeyed to rome
and enjoyed considerable popularity among church members there4therea and
was very nearly appointed bishop in rome due to his intellectual force
and eloquence tertullian states that because another was appointed in his
place valentinus broke with the church of the true faith 5 epiphaniusepiphanous
agreed that valentinus separated himself from the church but only toward
the end of his life at cyprus where he went from rome to live 6

by all accounts it is obvious that valentinus was not considered hereti-
cal during his life in egypt or his early years in rome even the later church
fathers who attack him express grudging admiration for his intellect his
doctrinal understanding and his forceful personality 7 lack of informationofinformation

makes it impossible to state precisely what made valentinus become so
unpopular among church authorities and authors after he arrived in the
west although hippolytus may provide the key when he states that valen-
tinus cac1claimedaimedalmed to have received his doctrine through revelatory experience 8

A certain marcus a disciple of valentinus is also described by hippolytus
as one imitating his teacher by his claims to have had visions 9 records of
visions or revelations of the kind often associated with valentinus and his
followers have been recovered in recent decades and they purport to give

secret and sacred insights on such subjects as the origin and nature of the
universe premortal existence the creation of the earth and the eternal
destinies of mankind

this literature is part of a large body of writings designated as apoca-
lyptic which means revelatory the unpopularity in the western church of
a growing body of esoteric apocalypses in non catholic christianity dur-
ing the first two centuries may well account for the spawning ofofheresioloheresiolo
gistsfists in the latter half of the second century and later the primary targets
oftheseof these heresy hunters were the so called gnosticsagnostics who claimed to receive
their doctrine through revelation from heaven rather than by reasoning
through the scriptures the word gnostic means one who knows usually
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used to refer to spiritual knowing but gnostic valentinian and so forth
are terms that the heresiologists applied in an uncomplimentary way to
those against whom they wrote one notes in passing that tertullian says
that though he calls the followers of valentinus valentiniansValentinians those so
designated disavow that name 10 they simply considered themselves to be
christians similarly we know ofnooanoofno ancient group that called itselfgnosticitself gnostic

far from being a local sect with limited appeal valentinian adherents
appear to have permeated christianity the marcosiansMarcosians who followed in
the traditions ofValentinianism and were named after marcus were thriv-
ing near the rhone during the time of Irenaeus 11 and other aspects ofvaloffalofval-
entinianentin ian christianity appear to have survived for centuries in gaul one
modern commentator notes that disciples of valentinusofvalentinus began schools in
the west even more so than in the eastern parts of the roman world all of
which indicates the wide acceptance this type of christianity enjoyed among
the lay members if not always with the leaders 12

in addition to the revelatory claims of valentinus and his followers
certain doctrines associated with them were declared anathema in the
developing orthodoxy oftheodtheof the early church fathers professor W H C frend
describes some of the beliefs of gnosticsagnostics of this time in general but quotes
specifically from texts thought to be valentinian

upon initiation the gnostic received an entirely new relation to spiritual
authority each sect had its own baptismal ceremony its passwords its
sacred meal its ceremonies of the bride chamber even its final instruc-
tions to the dying the lord has done everything in a mystery they
said a baptism and an anointing and a eucharist and a redemption and a

bridal chamber gospel ofofphilipphilip 68 the sacraments dispensed by orthodox
clergy were limited in value anointing is superior to baptism they
claimed theirs were rites fit for the spiritual elite these rites moreover
must be kept guarded from the uninitiated As the apocalypse ortheof the great
seth asserted these revelations are not to be disclosed to anyone in the flesh
and are only to be communicated to the brethren who belong to the genera
tion of life 13

irenaeus and epiphaniusepiphanous both comment on the marriage beliefs of the
valentiniansValentinians claiming that some of them prepare a bridal chamber cele

brate a mystery with invocations on those being initiated and declare that
what they are performing is a spiritual marriage based on the pattern of
the marriages in heaven 14 clement also states that for valentiniansValentinians the
sacred marriages among the gods are a pattern for earthly marriages 15

tertullian says that valentinus not only espoused monogamous marriage
but also considered that those who were unmarried would not achieve as

great a salvation as those who were 16

the feature of valentinian christianity that most invoked the wrath
of the fathers of the emerging catholic church was the claim that their
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doctrines were embodied within a tradition of secret rituals given only to
those deemed worthy of them tertullian observes that although the valen
tinianswinians were a very numerous society among the heretics not every ad-
herent received all the revelations or rituals not even to their own disciples
do they commit a secret before they have made sure of them 17 A study of
any system based on secret and esoteric teachings is subject to the caveat
that what was divulged to the early church fathers by apostates or excomescom
municantsmunicants from valentinianism was liable to be distorted one has to be
cautious in placing confidence in the observations of the critics and ene-
mies of the so called valentinian heresy

the death of the apostles by the end of the first century resulted in the
passing of the church so the valentiniansValentin ians should not be understood as
the continuation of the ancient church 18 nevertheless it is worth exam-
ining all those who claimed to perpetuate the teachings and practices oftheodtheof the
apostles the expanding body of evidence concerning early christianity
makes it increasingly unnecessary to depend solely upon the opinions of
those who later defined orthodoxy concerning the nature of the apostolic
and early post apostolic church

origen teacher scholar and 300 years later heretic

the second example to illustrate the breadth and scope of christian
beliefs as late as the third century is provided by one often considered to be
the foremost christian scholar and theologian in the early church origen
was born about 185 at alexandria egypt and from his youth exhibited a
zeal that often outstripped his judgment 19 during the persecution of the
christians by the emperor septimiusseptimousSeptimius severus in 202202 if eusebius can be
trusted in the matter origen avoided fulfilling his desire to follow his
father leonides into martyrdom only because his mother kept him inside
by hiding his clothes 20 despite his youth origen s precociousness proba-
bly coupled with the lack of other qualified teachers following clement s

departure during the persecution caused him to succeed as head of the
christian catechetical school 221 afterwardat age seventeen not long
the usually allegorical origen took matthew 1912 literally in the statement
that some men had made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom and he
emasculated himself demetrius the bishop ofofalexandriaalexandria was shocked by
the act but approved of the young maifsmaefsman s zeal and urged him to continue
in the task of instructing students in the faith 22

origen was both a popular teacher and a prolific author with eusebius
estimating the number of his literary productions at six thousand 23 he
was invited to lecture in many locations including greece arabia and
palestine and his popularity abroad caused the envious demetrius to
repudiate him for teaching without being ordained to the priesthood
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demetrius at that time was trying to consolidate his power by gaminggaining con-
trol over the christian school as well as over the other bishops in egypt
and when the palestinian bishops ordained origen to the presbyterate dur-
ing a visit of origen to caesarea demetrius complained that the ordina-
tion was inappropriate 24 because the alexandrian bishop up to that time
served without being consecrated 25 an ordained and nearly consecrated
origen the palestinian bishops were on the verge of ordaining him a
bishop26bishop26 who was more popular in egypt than demetrius and who en-
joyed a growing international reputation besides could have been a signifi-
cant threat to demetrius his episcopally unconsecrated presbyter bishop
in alexandria 2721 christians heretics and non christians attended origen s

lectures and the non christians mentioned him in their writings dedi-
cated books to him and even submitted literary works to him to seek his
evaluation and approval 28

evaluating origensbrigensOrigens teachings or beliefs is more difficult than one
might expect despite the great number ofhisochisof his published works since many
of his writings have perished during the controversies surrounding his
name in the following centuries he gave a rather negative assessment re-
garding the earthly church organization in his day believing that it had
become corrupted through prosperity and he stated that only a few of
those who professed godliness would attain to the election of god and
blessedness 29 origen maintained that there are two congregations present
for worship one of men and another of the angels 30 the church is com-
pared to parts of the temple the earthly church corresponding to the holy
place and the heavenly church to the holy of holies 31 the priesthood was
spiritualizedspiritualizerspiritualized for in the heavenly church every true christian is a priest 32

origen accused men of conspiring to be bishops deacons and priests sim-
ply out of ambitious desire to hold offices 33 origen further argued that
anyone can celebrate solemn liturgical functions before the people but not
many lead holy lives and know much about christian doctrine 34 thus he
argued only a pattern or form of the true church had been left to the
priests 35 the true church of god had been taken to heaven origen also
claimed that only traces of prophets and miracles remained in the chris-
tian church 36 and he asserted that the spiritual gospel was then to be found
in the heavenly church not the earthly one 37 it is small wonder that he had
so much difficulty in getting along with such an increasingly autocratic
bishop as demetrius

while commentators do not agree on whether origen was more at
home with platonism gnosticism or christian orthodoxy some believe
that recently found texts make him appear to be more in harmony with the
valentinian version of christianity than was previously thought 38 origen
wrote of mysteries that he did not even entrust to paper including the
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secrets of the eternal gospel doctrines of angels and demons and the his-
tory of the soul after death 39 these subjects happen to be foci of recently
found texts that claim to contain or refer to secret doctrines or mysteries
and that have often been considered valentinian in content

origen left alexandria permanently in 231 32 and traveled to caesarea
making his home there by 240 he continued to work on his scriptural com-
mentariesmentaries especially on the gospel of john a favorite text of early writers
when commenting on the mysteries oftheodtheof the gospel 40 he was imprisoned and
tortured during the decian persecution but survived for some years dying
in about 255 in broken health 41 many of his doctrines such as the pre
earthly existence of souls and the expectation of a future restoration of
truth were fought over in the so called origenist controversies during the
next three centuries and it is a tribute to the popularity of the christian
doctrines which he knew and taught that he was not anathematizedanathematizer or
excommunicated until 543 nearly three hundred years after he died 42

eusebius of caesarea and the shaping of church history

As the early church fathers endeavored to define the faith theologi-
cally in the centuries following such controversial figures as valentinus and
origen internal disputes and power struggles resulted in the loss of many
writings doctrines and traditions of rituals or ordinances fragments of
some of these older traditions are still preserved in patristic literature
however and they are as tantalizing as they are frustrating for they remind
the reader what a wealth of materialsofmaterials once existed only a brief sampling of
these numerous traditions found in a well known fourth century author
will be given to illustrate this point

the oldest extant history of early christianity was written by eusebius
bishop of caesarea from 314 to his death in ca 340 A survivor of severe per
secutions against christianity by roman authorities a defender of origen
and his doctrines and a biographer of the emperor constantine eusebius
was a painstaking researcher who for all of his perceived weaknesses and
errors presented a remarkable picture of the growth of the faith in many
localities he occasionally quotes earlier writings that reflect such matters as

apostasy in the post apostolic church a tradition of secret and sacred mys-
teries transmitted only sparingly in the church and he also writes on the
current status of apostolic writings in a famous passage relating to the clos-

ing oftheodtheof the canon quoting hegesippusyhegesippus a second century historian eusebius
gives a concise description of christianity at the end of the first century

in describing the situation at that time hegesippus goes on to say that until
then the church had remained a virgin pure and uncorrupted since those
who were trying to corrupt the wholesome standard oftheodtheof the saving message if
such there were lurked somewhere under cover of darkness but when the
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sacred band of the apostles had in various ways reached the end of their life
and the generation of those privileged to listen with their own ears to the
divine wisdom had passed on then godless error began to take shape
through the deceit of false teachers who now that none of the apostles was
left threw off the mask and attempted to counter the preaching of the truth
by preaching the knowledge falsely so called 43

elsewhere he quotes clement of alexandria concerning the mysteries

james the righteous john and peter were entrusted by the lord after his res-
urrectionur with the higher knowledge they imparted it to the other apostles
and the other apostles to the seventy one of whomofwhom was barnabas 44

although the final selection of writings to be included in the new
testament would not appear until 367 eusebius describes many of the
writings in his day as being in one of three categories recognized books
disputed books and spurious books 445 while the list reflects eusebiussEusebiuss
adherence to the developing ecclesiastical and theological orthodoxy of
catholicism one notes with interest that the revelation offohnof john is included
in both the recognized and spurious categories apocalyptic had indeed
fallen on hard times

even in later patristic sources surprising traces of ancient christianity
are often found photius patriarch of constantinople in the ninth century
preserves some beliefs of clement ofalexandria in the second century that
were utterly rejected in the orthodoxy of christianity established during
the fourth and fifth centuries summarizing the now lost hypotyposeis
outlines of clement photius has this to say

the hypotyposeis give clear discussions concerning some of the passages
of the old and new testaments in which he really makes an explanation and
interpretation in a summary fashion in some ofhisochisofhis discussions he appears to
speak correctly but in others he is carried away entirely into impietiesimpieties and
legendary stories for he thinks that matter is eternal and that forms or
ideas are brought forth from some scriptural words and he reduces the son
to a created being he further relates strange accounts regarding the transmi-
gration of souls and concerning many worlds existing before adam and as
to eve coming from adam not as the ecclesiastical doctrine wishes it to be
taught he gives a disgraceful and unholy account 46

it would be more fun to read clement and see what he really says in these
passages than to get such a vitriolic summary by an unsympathetic critic of
some potentially interesting ideas

the rediscovery of the past

and so christianity was defined in the centuries following the passing
of the apostles with the early church fathers arbitrating what theology
would be accepted as orthodox and choosing texts to match proscriptionsprescriptionsProscriptions
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were imposed against doctrines and texts that had been rejected in many of
the numerous councils held from the fourth century onwards with the
result that many writings and artifacts relating to early christianity were
destroyed or buried seemingly lost forever one particularly notes the loss

of apocalypticism doctrines such as those relating to the eternalityexternalityeternality of the
soul and innumerable worlds comprised of eternal matter and a tradition
of sacred mysteries or ordinances especially those relating to heavenly
marriage and a successful passage through the afterlife the rather limited
or defective paradigm of christianity to use language made popular by
thomas kuhn in the structure of ofscientificscientific revolutions had thus been de-
terminedtermined by the fathers and until the nineteenth century there was little
nontraditional literary evidence known with which an alternate model
could be established

the number of ancient christian documents discovered during the
past two centuries would require more than this article merely to list let
alone discuss and consider in any detail the range of subjects in these
writings is so diverse that it is impossible to speak of them as coming from
a single source or having the same value the very briefest selection of
examples will have to stand for a large and expanding body of literature
among those writings that deserve little serious consideration as authentic
apostolic writings are the so called infancy gospels attempts to describe
the youth of jesus often succeed in portraying him more as a divine delin-
quent than as one who increased in wisdom and stature and in favor with
god and man luke 252 in the infancy story attributed to thomas for
example the child jesus cursed another boy with sudden death because the
boy accidentally ran into him 47 on another occasion jesus helped his car-
penter father joseph by miraculously stretching a board which was origi-
nally too short for its intended use 48148411

other texts may not be so easily dismissed however in 1875 a work
entitled the didache or the teachings of the twelve apostles was discov-
ered in constantinople and is a late first or early second century manual
of church instruction beginning with the distinction between the two ways
the way of life and the way of death the didache presents a concise sum-
mary of how a christian should live followed by a summary of thoughts
and deeds to be avoided readers are warned to avoid those who mer
chandizechandezechandize christ rather than worship and serve him 49 the order of
worship on the lord s day sunday and a short concluding apocalyptic
section concerning the last days are also part ofthisorthisof this apostolic proclamation
to the gentiles 50

fragments of a previously unknown gospel were found in 1933 and
published in 1935935 by two british scholars 51 enough of the text remains to
show that it has elements in common with each of the four new testament
gospels but is obviously not dependent on any of them
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i1 and jesus said unto the lawyers punish every wrongdoer and
transgressor and not me 2 and turning to the rulers of the people he
spake this saying ye search the scriptures in which ye think that ye have life
these are they which bear witness of me 3 think not that I1 came to accuse
you to my father there is one that accusethaccuseth you even moses on whom ye
have set your hope 4 and when they said we know well that god spake
unto moses but as for thee we know not whence thou art jesus answered
and said unto them now is your unbelief accused

i 5.5 they gave counsel to the multitude to carry the stones
togetbogettogetherher and stone him 6 and the rulers sought to lay their hands on him
that they might take him and hand him over to the multitude and they
could not take him because the hour of his betrayal was not yet come 7 but
he himself even the lord going out through the midst of them departed
from them 8 and behold there cometh unto him a leper and saith master
jesus journeying with lepers and eating with them in the inn I1 myself also
became a leper if therefore thou wilt I1 am made clean 9 the lord then
said unto him I1 will be thou made clean and straightway the leprosy
departed from him io10 and the lord said unto him go and shew thy
self unto the priests 52

other sayings of jesus53jesus51 written on papyrus were also found near
oxyrhynchosOxyrhynchoxyrhynchusos in 1897 and those sayings are closely related to the coptic
gospel of ofthomasthomas found near nag hammadihammada in ca 1945 it was not known
until the gospel of thomas was discovered that the oxyrhynchosOxyrhynchoxyrhynchusos say-
ings are to be placed within the ppost0st resurrection ministry of jesus in
fact a large body of literature that claims to report the forty day min-
istry after the resurrection of christ has been found within the last two
hundred years 54 the post-resurrectionpostresurrection ministry rarely commented on
by ecclesiastical authorities was obviously a popular topic in the early
literature of christianity 55

there are also numerous accounts of apostolic missions and activities
that must still be studied and evaluated to determine their historical accu-
racy embedded in one of these the acts of thomas is an early writing
entitled the hymn of the pearl which has been described as one of the
earliest christian writings 56 the hymn recounts the eternal journey of a
child of heavenly parents who comes to the earth from his premortal exis-
tence leaving behind a glorious garment and robe that he will again be
given if he succeeds in saving his pearl or his soul the hymn also tells of a
heavenly council at which all agree to the plan of salvation and of heavenly
messengers who awaken the child from the sleep of sin and forgetfulness in
his mortal state after he rescues his soul from the evil serpent the child
makes his way back to the gate of his father s kingdom where he is greeted
with an embrace and is welcomed into the realm of the gods to be one of
them through the eternities

any complete and accurate assessment of early christianity must take
this large and growing collection of recently discovered written materials
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into consideration even with only the sources transmitted through the
fathers and available to modern readers however at least one notable
attempt was made to produce an alternate model of christian history in
1934 walter bauer published a work entitled rechtgldubigkeit und ket
zerelzetel im d1testendltestendltesten christentumChristentum and it became a controversial work in
europe for decades before it was translated into english in 1971 As the
english title orthodoxy and heresy in earliest christianity suggests
bauer attempts a reassessment of how christians defined themselves in
the first two centuries he argues not only that what was designated by the
early church fathers to be heretical had often existed as early as what
they defined as orthodoxy but also that the so called heresiesheresies may have
even constituted the earliest orthodoxy in christianity by restricting his
consideration of sources almost entirely to canonical and patristic writ-
ings bauer also limits the discussion of such issues as authority and doc-
trine to those defined and transmitted by the church fathers the two
major weaknesses of bauer s work are his oversimplification of earliest
christianity into the two well defined and opposing camps of ortho-
doxy and heresy as defined much later and his omission of the nontradi-
tional and recently discovered documents that were available to him by
the first quarter of the twentieth century

most modern scholars have not tried to construct a new paradigm of
christianity as bauer did though a more recent scholar suggests the possi-
bility to do so now exists W H C frend reminds his readers that the
beginnings of an alternative approach to the study of christianity less

beholden to orthodox interpretations may be traced back to the renais-
sance 71171117715757 he later adds there was a limit however to what historians
could learn about the early church so long as they were confined to existing
literary sources it was the discovery of quantities of material remains and
their study that has made an historical and sociological approach to the
study possible 58 in a similar way one of the foremost modern commen-
tators on the new testament professor werner georg Kiimmel writes that
everything before the nineteenth century can only be referred to as the
prehistory of new testament or christian historical scholarship 59 for
diimmelkiimmel and others the beginning of the scientific study of the new testa-
ment and thus the establishment of the modern paradigm of christian
history can be dated to 1835 the publication date of david friedrich
strausss leben jesu 60

but the so called scientific paradigm of christianity that was estab-
lished in the nineteenth century and continues to the present time is still
based upon and limited to the materials that were preserved and transmit-
ted within the theological religion of the church fathers the use of this
paradigm continues despite the discovery of numerous materials relating
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to early christianity both documentary and archaeological which began to
occur toward the middle oftheodtheof the nineteenth century and has also continued
to the present time the documentary evidence some of which was dis-
cussed above is impressive both in its quantity and diversity among the
best known writings are isolated sayings ofjesusof jesus gospels and gospel frag-
ments with synoptic johannine and previously unknown characteristics
apostolic acts and apocalypses and new sources of some of the early
christian leaders in the post apostolic era since there has been no
attempt to place these writings into the structure of orthodox christian-
ity and since they cannot be completely ignored one may wonder what
scholars do with them the following examples will show various efforts
to answer this question

the jesus seminar a slight variation on an authoritarian theme

A large group of well known scholars from many universities calling
themselves the jesus seminar published the five gospels in 1993 a declared
attempt to determine what jesus actually said the editor states that fore-
most among the reasons for a fresh translation is the discovery of the
gospel of thomas the scholars responsible for the scholars version de-
terminedtermined that thomas had to be included in any primary collection of
gospels 116161 the gospel of thomas is one of fifty three writings discovered
in ca 1945 in upper egypt as mentioned above many of those writings
purport to be christian and some ofthemefthemof them contain sayings ofjesusof jesus with his
disciples the collection known as the nag hammadihammada library is labeled
gnostic primarily because of the arcane and often strange doctrines in
many of the tractatestractates most of the writings are also apocalyptic further
rendering them suspect and unacceptable to so called orthodox christian-
ity this library is part of a larger number of similar writings that have
come to light during the past two centuries

apart from including the gospel of thomas in a new evaluation of
jesus in earliest christianity there is no apparent awareness or acknowl-
edgment by the two hundred or more scholars in the group that numerous
other gospels or sayings of jesus sources had been discovered or were wor-
thy oftheirof their consideration even the inclusion oftheodtheof the gospel of thomasofthomas does
not represent much of a paradigm revolution for only three of the 114 say-
ings ofjesusof jesus in that work are said by the jesus seminar to have been spoken
by him nevertheless the editor claims that the five gospels represents a
dramatic exit from windowless studies and the beginning of a new venture
for gospel scholarship leading scholars fellows of the jesus seminar
have decided to update and then make the legacy of two hundred years of
research and debate a matter of public record 116262 the reader is thus
promised a new paradigm or at least a paradigm shift in early christian
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history if this paradigm change is not based on new information or recent
discoveries of texts and materials relating to earliest christianity apart from
one writing namely the gospel of thomas one might well ask what justi-
fies its claim to be so new the editor gives a clear answer

the scholars version is free of ecclesiastical and religious control unlike
other major translations into english including the king james version and
its descendants protestant the douay rheims version and its progeny
catholic and the new international version evangelical since SV is not

bound by the dictates of church councils its contents and organization vary
from traditional bibles the five gospels contains the gospel of thomas in
addition to the four canonical gospels because scholars believe the gospel of
mark was written first they have placed it first among the five the scholars
version is authorized by scholars 63

the declared basis for the paradigm of the jesus seminar is thus emancipa-
tion from the theological and ecclesiastical control of christian churches
but contrary to kuhn s declaration that rejection of an old paradigm must
be accompanied by replacement with a new one 64 the scholars really do not
provide readers with a new model of christianity the work of the jesus
seminar shows that there is no new model proposed beyond criticism and
rejection of the old the result of their work is the rejection of 82 percent of
the words of jesus in the gospels as actually being spoken by him 65 the cri-
teria used to arrive at such a decision are all theological and literary rather
than historical or archaeological despite the claim of the editor that
the jesus seminar has disengaged the jesus of historyofhistory from the christ oftheodtheof the
churchschurche faith 71661166736666 by working almost exclusively with the theological and lit-
erary heritage passed on through the centuries there is little likelihood of
producing anything other than a slight modification of the old christian
structure if this work represents the best effort of modern scholars one is

especially grateful that the words of the hymn are we thank thee 0 god
for a prophet and not we thank thee 0 god for theologians

trying to bring revelation and the mysteries
back into early christianity through apocalypticism

others have noticed and commented on the modern tendency to
attack the existing model of christianityofchristianity without offering a replacement in
an address delivered to divinity students at cambridge university in 1959
C S lewis commented on the tendency ofbiblicalofbiblical scholars to whittle away
at the texts in the paradigm of early christianity he concluded his address
with the concern that such a process might well result in the rejection of
christian history and its accompanying faith 67 it was not a replacement
of the old model with a new one that lewis was attacking but simply an
increasing skepticism regarding the old
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A clarion call to take the new discoveries into the consideration of
ancient christian history was made in 19701970 by professor klaus koch of the
university of hamburg working within what he calls a relatively small
area 6818 that ofapocalypticofapocalyptic revelation literature koch argues that no para-
digm of christian history can be satisfactory or complete without such
consideration he comments on the type of scholarship that would later
produce such works as the five gospels saying that the historical and criti-
cal investigation of the biblical writings is viewed at the present time with
growing dissatisfaction at the end of the nineteenth century theologi-
cal liberalism felt historical exegesis to be glorious liberation from hide-
bound dogmatism 6961 koch argues that theology must rest on reliable
historical foundations 70 even if establishing those foundations results in a
radical change in the model of christian history

professor koch states in two sentences what was reviewed more
lengthily above that the church fathers

already viewed the apocalyptic books with considerable reserve and hence
excluded the apocalypses of peter and paul from the canon as wellweliweil11 as chris-
tian apocalypses which were attributed to old testament figures

many early christian apocalypses have as a result disappeared forever
or have only recently been rediscovered 71

in view of the discoveries of many apocalyptic texts during the past two
centuries one naturally wonders why so little attention has been paid to
them koch observes that the great chorus of new testament scholars
view apocalyptic of every kind with mistrust and discomfort even when it
appears in christian guise within the canon in the book of revelation 72

with such an indictment it is easy to see how unlikely it is that biblical or
christian scholars would produce a neneww paradigm of christian history
regardless of the new information or sources made available to them
koch further states that even though some people such as ulrich wilck-
ens and gerhard ebeling defend the role of apocalyptic in early chris-
tianityti most continue to relegate apocalypticism to a marginal role in the
mainstream church 73

in the larger category of so called apocryphal new testament writings
discovered during the last 150 years or so wilhelm schneemelcherSchnee melcher shows
that the same attitude prevails as with the subcategory of apocalyptic writ
ings discussed by klaus koch after reviewing the process of denningdefining the
theology and limiting the scriptural canon of christianity as outlined
above schneemelcherSchneemelcher focuses on the writings which were not included in
the canon he notes the very diverse nature of the contents of these docu
ments74 and explains how the term apocrypha was given a pejorative con
notation by the church fathers as they applied it to virtually all writings
that they rejected 75 the term originally meant hidden or secret and was
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earlier applied to writings considered too sacred for general circulation
the fathers cast doubt on both the authority and sacredness of these writ-
ings however as well as upon the mystery tradition such documents rep-
resented giving the sense of untrustworthiness and doubtful authenticity
to the term which persists to the present time the problem of what to do
with the so called apocryphal writings was settled historically by the church
fathers who rejected them in their denningdefining of christianity but the discov-
ery of such great numbers of these writings in recent decades has raised the
issue again for modern scholars it is difficult to imagine any other disci-
pline having such an influx of new materials and sources without having to
modify or change fundamental paradigms as has been the case with early
christian history in fairness to christian scholars however it seems evi-
dent from their writings that they have no obvious alternative to propose
to the model received through the centuries

the restoration ofall things

in his celebrated work on scientific revolutions thomas kuhn states
that paradigm shifts most often come about through men and women who
are either very young or who are not trained in the field in which the
changes occur 76 being trained in the ministry of christianity would not
likely lead to a change in the historical model of the religion modern
scholarly authority is no better for changing the model than was patristic
authority in defining it centuries ago it would take a prophet or an apostle
to produce a model of christianity that could add to the scriptural canon
produce apocalyptic writings teach doctrines not clearly transmitted
through the fathers and introduce a pattern of sacred teachings and ordi-
nances necessary to ensure a successful journey back to god in the next life

at the same time that biblical scholars began to develop and apply a
scientific structure and analysis to the received model of christianity a young
and untrained boy became the instrument through whom god gave the
key elements of such an alternate paradigm of christianity through
the numerous revelations that he received joseph smith gained a firsthand
knowledge oftheodtheof the fundamental role of apocalypticofapocalyptic in christianity through
the additional scriptural writings that came to the prophet he learned
that the scriptural canon was again opened As joseph was given heavenly
authority and its associated ordinance activity he knew that there was
much to be received and learned beyond baptism as one prepares to return
to god As the temple and all that it represents was revealed to joseph
smith he understood the relationship of this realm to the divine cosmos
and also the real meaning and value of the mysteries of god mentioned in
the bible the concept of restoration adds a dimension to the christian
paradigm that implies a defect in the received or traditional model caused
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by a loss from the ancient one joseph was taught that apostasy caused the
loss and created the need for a later restoration

in all of the elements of the correct paradigm given to joseph smith
there is room for further study and understanding of its details in the new
testament dispensation not all revelations from the past were given to
joseph smith not all prophetic or christian records were restored through
him and not all details relating to the manner or time of the apostasy were
spelled out by the prophet within the markers and signposts of such mat-
ters as given to joseph smith one can examine the huge and growing mass
of materials claiming to represent ancient christianity that began to re-
appear out oftheodtheofthe past during the last two hundred years certainly one should
try to understand these materials in the context of the revealed model of
christianity given to the prophet ongoing study of these writings and
artifacts within this alternate paradigm should especially be taken seriously
at BYU and our concerted efforts should lead to many opportunities to see
new discoveries of old sources in a proper context that is not to say that
the paradigm of ancient christianity is now fully understood for it surely
is not nor that all new discoveries are remnants or elements of the ancient
apostolic church for they are not it is to say that great challenges and
opportunities are available to all students of ancient christianity and there
is a great responsibility to meet and study these discoveries within the
prophetic guidelines revealed since 1820

the BYU egypt excavation project and early christianity

it is a privilege to be associated with many colleagues who are respond-
ing to these opportunities and I1 wish to acknowledge in particular the
work done by many in the BYU egypt excavation project for twenty years
BYU has had the opportunity to sponsor a major excavation project in the
egyptian fayumfadum focusing on a large three hundred acres necropolis dat-
ing from the third century BC through the fifth century AD the project is

made possible by the assistance of members of the egyptian antiquities
organization these include our inspectors the area directors and mem-
bers of the supreme council of egyptian antiquities to them we extend
our deepest and heartfelt gratitude for permitting and facilitating BYU to
undertake this project As archeologistsarchaeologists geologists chemists textile
experts pathologists radiologists dentists molecular biologists and stu-
dents have participated in the recovery and analysis of ancient artifacts we
have encountered numerous evidences of early christianity in that
region 77 many ofthoseorthoseof those evidences such as symbols and designs in multiple
layers of clothing found on each burial relate well to complex ritual and
symbolic meanings in clothing found in early christian sources as well as

to the model of christianity revealed to joseph smith other artifacts such
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as trephinedtrephiner skulls and similar evidences of violent death dating to the
third and fourth centuries substantiate the persecutions of christians dur-
ing that time which were recorded in contemporary historical sources
the work of all of the team members demonstrates how many different
people in a university are necessary for and capable of making a project
meaningful and successful the BYU egyptian excavation project is signi
ficanoficant and interesting but it is only a small part of the great work which
must be done to understand better and fill out more completely the para-
digm of ancient christianity revealed to the prophet joseph smith

C wilfred griggs is university professor of ancient studies at brigham young
university an earlier version of this article was presented as the distinguished faculty
lecture at brigham young university in 1995
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